The Angers Workshops, initiated by Jeanne Moreau, are directed toward young filmmakers with one or two short films to their credit and a first feature film in the works. This training is designed to give them support as they take that crucial step into the world of feature films.

The Workshops will offer them:
- Training with established filmmakers, screenwriters and technicians who will bring to the classroom their professional experience and methods.
- Screenings and analyses of film classics from the past and present.
- Development of their personal projects under the guidance of the attending instructors, with emphasis on specific questions concerning directing, editing, music and sound, working with actors, production...

PROGRAMME OF THE FILMMAKER IN RESIDENCY

Each day will begin with a masterclass by a different instructor.

The afternoons are devoted to individual interviews between the filmmakers and the speakers who read the projects.

In the evening, previews of films or films in competition followed by a meeting with the directors are offered.
ELIGIBILITY REQUIREMENTS

The Angers Workshops are held entirely in French.

Applicants eligible for the Angers Workshops:

- French-speaking filmmakers with one or several short films to their credit and a first fiction feature film in the works (full script),

and

- Filmmakers whose projects are produced or co-produced with France, Belgium, Switzerland or Quebec, whatever their nationality.

APPLICATION PACKAGE

Documents have to be provided in 1 PDF (*all documents and links must be in one document)*:

- Completed [application form](#) (in French)
- Feature film script in French (Or exceptionally in English provided that the director speaks French)
- Short synopsis (20 lines maximum)
- Director's statement
- Curriculum vitae of the filmmaker
- Curriculum vitae and description of the production company profile (if the project is attached to a production company)
- Vimeo links of previous short films
- Estimated financing plan (amount applied for and/or already obtained)
- Cover letter on your participation at the Workshops

Premiers Plans will provide for all training, travel, accommodation and food expenses during the Workshops.